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Status of detector package

Detector package installation:
 * GRINCH Done; 
 * Timing Hodoscope: Done;
 * Shower: Done; 
 * PreShower (+ beam patch panels): Done;
 * GEMs: installation to start in April 2019
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BB Ecal block first test with cosmics

Trigger (coinc Block 25L+27L)

Block 26L

Block 26L

Block 27L

Block 25L

(x4)

 * BB calorimeter blocks test: Done
Light tightness + very very rough cosmics gain match
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BB Ecal block first test with cosmics

Set HV on trigger blocks such as their pulse over discri rate is ≤ ~100Hz
Lower HV on middle block until cosmics pulse vanishes.
Result in:
https://userweb.jlab.org/~efuchey/SBS_BB/TestResults/BBECalFirstCosmicsTest.pdf

PS-R PS-L

SH-1    2     3     4     5     6     7 

 * all blocks function properly
 * PS blocks are new => similar gain with lower HV
 * again, this is very rough (and cannot be otherwise with just 
a scope and a couple logic modules), but it gives some idea 
of where to start for the true cosmics gain match with DAQ

https://userweb.jlab.org/~efuchey/SBS_BB/TestResults/BBECalFirstCosmicsTest.pdf
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Electronics status I: 
Layout

Electronics layout => mostly done

 * Essentials are here, may be rearranged (next 2 slides);

 * Enough space to accommodate additional items (e.g. spare fastbus crate, additional 
NIM bins, etc.).

 * Assumes we’re going to use the GEp Ecal trigger supervisor, which uses a VXS 
crate (can be modified to accommodate a VME 9U crate instead).

 * Comprehensive list of items (including trigger logic) at:
https://userweb.jlab.org/~efuchey/SBS_BB/BBItemList.xlsx

 * remains to do: 
 - GEM front-end layout

 * Diagram:
https://userweb.jlab.org/~efuchey/SBS_BB/Pictures/BBGlobalScheme.pdf

https://userweb.jlab.org/~efuchey/SBS_BB/Pictures/BBGlobalScheme.pdf
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Electronics layout (1)

1-2

Full picture at: https://userweb.jlab.org/~efuchey/SBS_BB/BBweldment_fulllayout.pdf

https://userweb.jlab.org/~efuchey/SBS_BB/BBweldment_fulllayout.pdf
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Electronics layout (2)

1-2

Full picture at: https://userweb.jlab.org/~efuchey/SBS_BB/BBweldment_fulllayout.pdf

https://userweb.jlab.org/~efuchey/SBS_BB/BBweldment_fulllayout.pdf
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Electronics status II: 
Platform

Big bite weldment platform
 * BigBite weldment platform submitted to Robin on Dec 18 2018
 * Design approved (after slight adjustment), 
 * waiting for procurement approval.

BB weldment platform 
dimensions

200 kg/crate ?
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BB electronics weldment platform
https://userweb.jlab.org/~efuchey/SBS_BB/BBweldmentPlatform_8racks.pdf

https://userweb.jlab.org/~efuchey/SBS_BB/BBweldmentPlatform_8racks.pdf
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Electronics status III:
Assembly

Electronics assembly (BB weldment): Not started

 * Wire baskets #2, 3, 4, 5, 6 just delivered recently to TED 
(Thanks Bob, Andrew, Jessie!)
=> ready to test/label cables (should keep us busy for the next few weeks).

 * Relay racks are in ESB: 
=> Delivery to TED in Hall A techs queue (since past December)

 * We hope we’ll be able to start before the weldment platform is delivered, but need 
to discuss the options to deliver the relay racks without the new platform.

 * assembly of BB calorimeter electronics in weldment to start ASAP after relay racks 
delivered to TED.

 * Most items are on-site except for a few cables for timing hodoscope (see Rachel’s 
talk)

 * At this point we could still meet the set deadline of integrating other 
subsystems and start the cosmics by the end of spring 2019.
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 * BigBite trigger logic
Schematics, trigger logic layout:  Done
Assembly: Done
Tests of logic cabling with pulser: Done

Estimated completion date:
Tests with calorimeter blocks: shooting for April 2019

Bigbite front-end trigger logic
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Big Bite front end logic

Amplifiers/
SH row summers

Fan-in/Fan-outs
(2-row sums)

Discriminators/
Logic units
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BB at 33 degrees

<55m

(This length accounts for additional ~5m 
to go from floor up to BB frame)

HCal cables path

L < 25m

BB electronics weldment platform, front end, cable paths in the Hall
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Hall readiness review revised completion timeline

 * Current status: 
BigBite Trigger layout assembled, cabled, partly tested;
BigBite weldment layout completed;
All detectors (except GEMs) installed;
BigBite calorimeter blocks tested.
Cables in TED high bay...

 * March 2018: 
Cables testing and labelling + hooking on detectors

Assuming BB DAQ relay racks in TED by End March 2019:
 * April 2019: 

Complete assembly of BB calorimeter DAQ in weldment
Start integrating other subsystems when possible
Testing trigger logic with calorimeter 

 * Mid April 2019:
Start installation of GEMs in detector package

 * Mid/End May 2019:
All subsystems electronics integrated in BB weldment 
GEMs installed into SBS detector package
Cosmics tests can start

Full test / commissioning with cosmics during summer of 2019 until installation in Hall

V

Manpower:

* 1 postdoc: 
myself at ~50% time
* 1 high school intern (Kay Vylet, 6h/ 
week during full school year)

+ Help from other groups for 
subsystems integration.
+ Doug 

* Need at least 1 PhD student 
dedicated to this project

* More manpower available soon with  
Hall A post-doc recruitment

V
V

V
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 Arrangement of TED plan for cosmics commissioning
(preliminary)

 * Massive rearrangment of TED space;
 * Fairly busy setup;
(hopefully I’m exaggerating the cables imprint)
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Current TED arrangment

Detector package

BB 
trigger 
logic

Bertha

GRINCH 
gas rack

INFN 
GEM 
frame

Wire 
baskets
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Summary

* Detector package mostly assembled
BB ECal blocks tested for light tightness + rough gain match with cosmics
GEM are secheduled to be installed starting in April

* Trigger logic assembled and ready to be tested extensively.

* BB electronics layout mostly designed. 
BB weldment platform design submitted, going to procurement

Will try to get things rolling before we get our hands on this.
Hoping to be able to catch up in March.

 * At this point we still hope to be able to meet the set deadline of starting 
cosmics commissioning at the end of spring 2019 
pending on the possibility to get started without the BB weldment platform; 
we do have cables to test and to hook to the detector, which is not a small 
fraction of the work.
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Thank you for your attention
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